Warren
ULTRA MILLIONAIRE TAX
“For decades, a small group of families
has raked in a massive amount of the
wealth American workers have produced,
while America’s middle class has been
hollowed out. The result is an extreme
concentration of wealth not seen in any
other leading economy. It’s time to fundamentally transform our tax code so
that we will help address runaway wealth
concentration and at the same time accelerate badly needed investments in
rebuilding our middle class.”

CORPORATE
ACCOUNTABILITY

WARREN HAS A PLAN FOR
THAT ...

“Our justice system should ensure that
if you cheat working Americans, you’ll
go to jail. It’s time to reform our laws to
make sure that corporate executives are
held accountable for overseeing massive
scams.”

... AND MUCH, MUCH MORE:

TAXING
CORPORATE
PROFITS

CORPORATE INFLUENCE AT
THE PENTAGON

AMAZON reported 10 billion in profits
and paid zero federal corporate income
taxes.

“The revolving door between defense lobbyists, Congress, and the Pentagon tilts
countless decisions away from legitimate
national security interests and toward the
desires of giant defense contractors. It’s
past time to cut our bloated defense budget ... we need to reduce corporate influence. Americans deserve to know that our
military is making decisions with only
one thing in mind: their safety.”

OCCIDENTAL PETROLEUM reported
4.1 billion in profits and paid zero federal
corporate income taxes.

“In fact, year after year, some of
the biggest corporations in the
country make huge profits but pay
zero federal income taxes on those
profits.”

NATIONAL SECURITY
& CLIMATE CHANGE
GOVERNMENT CORRUPTION!
STUDENT DEBT
CANCELLATION
& FREE COLLEGE

GET INVOLVED
1. JOIN the GRASSROOTS
TEAM
Make calls and send texts for Elizabeth’s
campaign; become an organizing group
leader; commit to take action; host an
organizing party; sign up at:

elizabethwarren.com/join-u
2. DONATE
Elizabeth doesn’t take big-money corporate donations, so she relies on small
individual contributions. A one-time or
monthly scheduled donations at:

elizabethwarren.com/partydonate
3. FOLLOW ELIZABETH on
SOCIAL MEDIA
Twitter: @EWarren and @TeamWarren
facebook.com/ElizabethWarren
Instagram: @ElizabethWarren

REPRODUCTIVE RIGHTS

5. SPREAD the WORD

PROTECTING PUBLIC LANDS
UNIVERSAL HEALTH CARE

Talk to people: your friends and family,
and others you meet—about your passion
for Elizabeth’s policies. Wear her T-shirt
and people will approach You! Post on
social media. Put a bumper sticker on
your car.

HOUSING is a BASIC
HUMAN RIGHT

Let people know you’re excited
about her campaign.

UNIVERSAL CHILD CARE

